SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Concord zip codes turn up silver for residents
Sealed Vault Bags full of state silver bars are actually being handed over to the first North Carolina residents who find their
zip code listed in today’s publication and call before the 48 hour order deadline ends to claim the bags full of pure silver
NATIONWIDE – Operators at the National Silver Hotline are struggling to
keep up with all the calls.
That’s because Silver Vault Bags loaded with pure .999 State Silver Bars are
now being handed over to everyone who
beats the 2-day order deadline.
“That’s why North Carolina residents will be hoarding all the silver bars
they can get their hands on for the next
2 days. This comes as no surprise after the standard State Minimum set by
the Federated Mint dropped to the lowest ever for everyone who gets the Silver
Vault Bags making them a real steal,”
said Mary Ellen Withrow, the emeritus
40th Treasurer of the United States of
America.
“As executive advisor to the private
Federated Mint, I get paid to deliver
breaking news. And here’s the best part.
This is great news for North Carolina
residents because it’s the lowest ever
State Minimum set by the Federated
Mint,” said Withrow.
The only thing residents need to do
is find their zip code on the Distribution List printed in today’s publication. If
their zip code is on the list, they just need
to call the National Silver Hotline before
the 2-day order deadline ends.
And here’s the good news. Residents who do are getting the lowest ever State Minimum set by the
Federated Mint of just $290 for each
North Carolina Silver Vault Bag which ■ NORTH CAROLINA RESIDENTS CASH IN: Calls are pouring in from state residents who are trying to get their hands on the
is just $29 per bar as long as they Jumbo Silver Ballistic Bags pictured above before the deadline ends. That’s because residents who find their zip code printed in
today’s publication are cashing in on the lowest ever State Minimum price set for the next 2 days by the Federated Mint.
call the National Silver Hotline at;
1-800-280-2754 EXT. FMM4326 before
Who gets the Silver Vault Bags: Listed below are the U.S. zip codes that get the Silver Vault
the deadline ends.
Bags. If you live in one of these areas call: 1-800-280-2754 EXT. FMM4326
Phone lines open at precisely 8:30
A.M. this morning and are expected to
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be flooded by North Carolina residents
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28124
28147
looking to cash in on the lowest ever
State Minimum set by the Federated
28025
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28107
28138
28163
Mint to date. That’s why Concord area
residents who find their zip code on the
I keep calling and can’t get through: Keep trying. Right now everyone’s looking to cash in on the lowest State Minimum
distribution list today are being urged to
ever set by the Federated Mint. In fact, we won’t be surprised if thousands of residents order up as many Silver Vault Bags as they
call.
can get their hands on before the deadline ends. That’s because the State Minimum set by the Federated Mint has been slashed
to the lowest ever at just $29 for each silver half ounce bar for the next 2 days for everyone who gets the vault bags. And since
Since this special advertising aneach Silver Vault Bag contains 10 pristine State Silver Bars for just $290 we’re guessing state residents will be claiming two or
nouncement can’t stop anyone from buymore bags while they’re up for grabs. But all those who really want to cash in are taking the Jumbo Silver Ballistic Bags containing
ing up all the new 2020 Edition North
100 State Silver Bars before the deadline ends and the State Minimum set by the Federated Mint goes up to $500 per Vault Bag.
Carolina State Silver Bars they can get
In fact the State Minimum set by the Federated Mint is reduced even further for those getting the Jumbo Bags so just be sure to
their hands on, the Federated Mint has
ask the National Silver Hotline operator for your discount. So if lines are busy keep trying.
not set a limit of how many Jumbo SilHow much are the Silver Vault Bags worth: It’s hard to tell how much these Silver Vault Bags could be worth since
ver Ballistic Bags residents can get –
they are in pristine condition, but those who get in on this now will be glad they did. That’s because the State Minimum set by
these are the bags pictured above that
the Federated Mint goes up to $500 per bag after the deadline ends. So you better believe that at just $290 the Silver Vault bags
contain 10 individual Silver Vault Bags
are a real steal for everyone who beats the deadline.
each. Everyone who gets these will be
Can I buy one State Silver Bar: Yes. But, the lowest ever State Minimum set by the Federated Mint of just $29 per bar applies
glad they did.
only to residents who purchase a Silver Vault Bag(s). That means only those residents who order a Silver Vault Bag(s) or a Jumbo
“Residents who wa nt to cash
Silver Ballistic Bag get the lowest ever State Minimum set by the Federated Mint. All single bar purchases, orders placed after the
in on the lowest ever State Mini2-day deadline and all non-state residents must pay the $50 per silver half ounce bar.
mum set by the private Federated
Why is the State Minimum set by the Federated Mint so low now: Thousands of U.S. residents stand to miss the deadline
Mint better hurry. That’s because afto get the silver at the lowest ever State Minimum set by the private Federated Mint. Now all residents who find their zip code on
ter the deadline ends, the State Minthe Distribution List above are getting the Silver Vault Bags for themselves and all the solid .999 pure State Silver Bars found inside.
imum for these pristine half ounce
The price for each Silver Vault Bag after the deadline ends is set at $500 which is $50 per bar, but residents who beat the 2-day
North Carolina State Silver Bars set by
deadline only cover the lowest ever State Minimum set by the Federated Mint of just $290 for each State Silver Vault Bag which is
just $29 per bar as long as they call the National Silver Hotline before the deadline ends at: 1-800-280-2754 EXT. FMM4326.
the Federated Mint will go up to $50 per
Hotlines open at 8:30 A.M.
bar no matter how many bars people
get,” Withrow said.
FRONT VIEW
BACK VIEW
“We’re bracing for all the calls and
we’re doing the best we can, but with
INDEPENDENCE:
just hours left before the deadline ends,
1776 signifies the
SIGNIFICANT:
residents who find their zip code listed
year America declared
Numbered
independence
in the order of
in today’s publication need to call the Naproclaiming inalienable
which the state
rights including life,
tional Silver Hotline,” Withrow said. ■
ratified the
liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.

Constitution and
was admitted into
the Union.

HISTORIC 13 STARS:
Each star represents
one of the original 13
Colonies arranged in a
circle to symbolize the
perpetuity of the union
as depicted in the “Betsy
Ross” flag.

■ SILVER HITS ROCK BOTTOM: It’s
good news for state residents who get
the Silver Vault Bags each loaded with 10
solid .999 pure Silver State Bars. That’s
because residents are getting the lowest
ever State Minimum set by the private
Federated Mint as long as they call before
the deadline ends.

LOWEST EVER:
State Minimum set
by the Federated
Mint drops to the
lowest ever for State
Residents.

ONLY EXISTING:
Silver bars struck
with the double
forged state
proclamation.

VALUABLE:
Solid .999 pure
fine silver.
PHOTO ENLARGEMENT SHOWS ENGRAVING DETAIL OF SOLID HALF OUNCE STATE SILVER BARS
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